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Assessing the effects of climate change on
distributions of Cape Floristic Region amphibians
Climatic changes have had profound impacts on species distributions throughout time. In response, species
have shifted ranges, adapted genetically and behaviourally or become extinct. Using species distribution
models, we examined how changes in suitable climatic space could affect the distributions of 37 endemic
frog species in the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) – an area proposed to have evolved its megadiversity under
a stable climate, which is expected to change substantially in future. Species distributions were projected
onto mean climate for a current period (1950 to 2000), hindcasted to palaeoclimate (Last Glacial Maximum;
LGM ≈ 21 kya and Holocene Glacial Minimum; HGM ≈ 6 kya) and forecasted for two emissions scenarios
(A2a and B2a) for the year 2080. We then determined the changes in area sizes, direction (longitude
and latitude), fragmentation index and biotic velocity, and assessed if these were affected by life-history
traits and altitude. We found that the biotic velocity at which the CFR amphibian community is expected to
shift north (A2a ≈ 540.5 km/kya) and east (B2a ≈ 198 km/kya) far exceeds historical background rates
(≈1.05 km/kya, north and west ≈ 2.36 km/kya since the LGM). Our models further suggest that the CFR
amphibian community has already lost about 56% of suitable climate space since the LGM and this loss is
expected to accelerate under future emission scenarios (A2a ≈ 70%; B2a ≈ 60%). Lastly, we found that
highland species were more fragmented than lowland species between the LGM and current period, but that
the fragmentation of lowland species between current and future climates is expected to increase.

Introduction
Climatic changes have had profound impacts on the survival and extinction rates of species through time.1
One of the ways in which species have dealt with these climatic changes has been to adjust their distribution
ranges2, although changes in behaviour and genetic adaptation can also play a role3,4. Evidence from ice cores
and other climate reconstruction studies5,6 has provided better insight into how past climatic changes may have
structured distributions as climates were changing. Recent evidence from fossil records suggests that past climatic
fluctuations may have brought about changes at broadscale regional or biome level. Examples of such changes
include the occurrence of lakes and ‘forest-elements’ within the current Sahara region (between 11 kya and 4 kya,
under warmer and wetter conditions) and the replacement of forest by savannah vegetation in equatorial west
Africa when conditions are predicted to have been warmer and drier than present.7
Studies undertaken in southern Africa, particularly in the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) suggest that climate has
remained relatively stable throughout the Quaternary.5 Indeed, areas such as the CFR that are proposed to have
experienced relatively stable climate coincide with contemporary centres of richness and narrowly distributed
endemic species.2 These areas may have served as climate refugia during times of climatic perturbations.8,9 Moreover,
such areas are also proposed to have experienced relatively slow climate change velocities.10,11 Conversely, areas
that have experienced rapid changes in climate are suggested to harbour biota that have coupled biotic velocities:
the velocity of shifts in species’ climate envelopes.12 Understanding how communities respond to these changes
is very important given the biological importance of megadiverse regions under threat.13 Amphibians of the CFR
in particular provide an excellent group to study the role of climate in structuring species community distribution
because: (1) they are biogeographically distinct at a global scale14 and (2) amphibians are generally considered
to be poor dispersers15, and are thus more directly affected by changes in climate compared to other vertebrates.
While attempting to elucidate the importance of ecological factors in describing amphibian species distribution
patterns in southern Africa, Poynton16 hypothesised that the climatic oscillations resulting from Milankovitch cycles
would have driven the expansion of the CFR amphibian assemblage inland as a response to an increase in climatic
suitability during glacial periods. Dynesius and Jansson2 suggest that large-scale climatic oscillations may have
favoured species with large distribution ranges, because these species were able to migrate to climatically suitable
areas or persist in climatically unsuitable areas17,18. Furthermore, other past climate models for the CFR argue that
during glacial periods, the extent of the CFR’s winter rainfall area increased as a result of westerlies migrating north
towards the equator, providing moisture to areas of the current Karoo region,19 thus supporting Poynton’s hypothesis.
Until recently, it had been very difficult to test such hypotheses. However, using species distribution modelling
techniques, a recent test of Poynton’s hypothesis concluded that he was correct in predicting range expansion
of the CFR assemblage during glacial periods.20 Nevertheless, instead of expanding inland, the assemblage was
predicted to have made use of the exposed Agulhas bank during periods when sea level was much lower.5
Future climate models for southern Africa predict increased drying in the winter rainfall region21,22, caused by the
increase in both Indian and Atlantic sea surface temperatures and the El Niño Southern Oscillation23. Understanding
how changes in climate may have structured distribution is of particular relevance as it will help in: (1) predicting
how current changes in climate might affect distributions as well as interactions among species24 in the CFR and
(2) adequately planning for these changes considering the climatic history of the region2 and other biodiversity
threats such as habitat modification25. The aim of this study is to determine how climate (palaeo-, current and
future) affects the distribution of the CFR endemic amphibian community. To do this we adopt an ensemble
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modelling approach using general circulation models (GCMs) of two
palaeoclimates and four future climate GCMs, projected under two
emission scenarios. In particular, we determine how the distributions
of the CFR amphibian community have changed in terms of:
(1) direction (latitude and longitude), (2) area of occupancy (changes
in areas occupied at different climate periods), (3) biotic velocities
(the rate at which communities shift with changes in climate)12 and
(4) fragmentation. Furthermore, we estimate how life-history traits and
altitudinal specialisation affect these outcomes. We assume that shifts
(direction of movement and size) in climatically suitable space across
climatic periods will lead to coupled species range shifts in the CFR
amphibian community.20

available through http://pmip2.lsce.ipsl.fr/41. Palaeoclimate data were
downscaled to a spatial resolution of 2.5 arc minutes following the
delta method.42 Current distributions were based on species distribution
modelling projections onto mean climate from 1950 to 2000. To forecast
future distributions for the year 2080, species distribution models were
projected using four GCMs, to capture the variability associated with
predicting climate change: (1) General Circulation Global Climate
Model (CGCM2)43, (2) Hadley Centre Coupled Model (HadCM3)44,
(3) Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
Mark-2b (CSIRO-Mk2)45 and (4) National Institute for Environmental
Studies (NIES 99)46. Each GCM was projected onto two Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change emission scenarios, both representing a more
heterogeneous world: (1) A2a representing a business as usual climate
outlook with average temperature increases between 2.0 °C and 5.4 °C
and (2) B2a representing a more optimistic outlook with a moderate
increase in future temperature of between 1.4 °C and 3.8 °C.47

Methods
Data
The most recent taxonomic treatment of species was used to ensure that
all species of interest were included.26-29 Approximately 40 species are
endemic to the CFR (here taken as areas representing both the Fynbos
and the Succulent Karoo Biomes30; Figure 1). We excluded three recently
described species (Breviceps branchi31, Cacosternum aggestum and
C. australis32) because of the relative lack of distribution records, leaving
37 CFR endemic amphibian species from six families for further analysis.
Some amphibians do not display a biphasic typical amphibian lifestyle,
for example members of the direct developing genus Arthroleptella
endemic to the CFR33, which leads to a variation in the ways each lifehistory trait will be affected by threats34. To assess the effect of lifehistory traits on species distributions resulting from changes in climate,
species were grouped according to their modes of egg deposition and
development35 (Supplementary table 1 online).

The selected environmental variables were used to model both past and
future potential distributions of amphibian species using an ensemble
species distribution modelling framework, BIOMOD248 – a multimodel platform implemented in R.49 The BIOMOD2 procedure uses an
ensemble of modelling techniques including generalised linear models,
general additive models, generalised boosted models, classification
tree analysis, artificial neural networks, surface range envelope, flexible
discriminant analysis, multi-adaptive regression splines, random forests,
including maximum entropy to produce consensus models, which are
weighted averages between all models.50 To ensure that our models
were comparable across scale, they were rescaled using a binomial
generalised linear model.
We randomly selected 1000 pseudo absence records, three times within a
circular buffer of 100 km enclosing the species records as environmental
background. For model evaluation, we divided the species records into
80% used to train the models and 20% for model evaluation using
three different performance criteria (area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve, AUC51; true skills statistics; and Cohen’s kappa52).
As a quality threshold for the final ensemble, we selected only
those models with an AUC score greater than 0.7 (Supplementary
table 3 online). The final ensemble was built using a proportional
weighting of the models according to their predictive performance.
As a presence-absence threshold, we selected the minimum training
presence as the non-fixed threshold.53 When projecting the ensemble
across space and time, non-analogous climatic conditions that exceeded
the training range of the models were quantified, wherein the numbers
of these predictors were highlighted using multivariate environmental
similarity surfaces (MESS)54 (see online Supplementary figures 1 and
2: palaeo-, current and future projections for Arthroleptella bicolor as
an example). Projections into non-analogous climates may increase the
potential for extrapolation and interpolation errors.54 Potential areas of
occurrence were computed based on presence-absence maps applying
the minimum training presence threshold using the respective functions
in the raster package for R (i.e. ‘area’) but excluding extrapolation areas
as identified by MESS. To determine the final consensus area projection
for each climate period across all models (different GCMs), we projected
all models on to ArcMap 10.237 and the consensus was taken as a
combination of all grid cells that were identified as suitable by 50% or
more of the models at each climate period55.

There was a high variation in the number of available species
distribution records, from Cacosternum platys, Rose 1950 (4 records)
to Tomopterna delalandii, Tschudi 1838 (541 records). Occurrence
records were obtained from the South African Frog Atlas Project
(SAFAP)33, CapeNature and iSpot, as well as records published in recent
literature26,29,36 and our own observations. We included only records with
accuracy to the nearest second or higher. Records were projected into
ArcMap GIS 10.237 to identify any doubtful records that may have been
recorded outside known ranges, using Global Amphibian Assessment
(IUCN 2008; http://www.iucnredlist.org/; accessed September 2013)
polygons as ‘known distribution ranges’. Based on these results, we
judged whether the outlying records represented credible sightings or
should be excluded from further analyses.

Climate data
Environmental predictors were compiled from a set of 19 bioclimatic
variables at a spatial resolution of 2.5 arc minutes available from
WorldClim.38 Inter-correlation structure among predictors throughout the
study area was assessed by computing pairwise squared Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients, and in cases in which R2 exceeded 0.75,
only the putatively biologically most important variables were retained.
After computing the Spearman’s rank correlations, 10 variables were
retained: isothermality (mean diurnal range/temperature annual range;
BIO3), temperature annual range (BIO7), temperature of wettest quarter
(BIO8), mean temperature of driest quarter (BIO9), mean temperature of
warmest quarter (BIO10), mean temperature of coldest quarter (BIO11),
precipitation of wettest month (BIO13), precipitation seasonality
(BIO15), precipitation of driest quarter (BIO17) and precipitation
of coldest quarter (BIO19); see Supplementary table 2 online for
percentage variable contributions.

Statistical analyses
To assess changes in species distributions across climatic periods, we
calculated the total area, perimeter and the centroid coordinates for each
species across climatic periods from suitable climate space projections.
Area and perimeter were then used to determine the fragmentation
index (i.e. the landscape dissection index, DI´)56. This was achieved by
determining the edge of each species distribution range, in relation to the
core of the distribution using the formula:

Species distribution modelling
Species distribution model projections were created at a 2.5 arc minute
resolution, using current distribution data to reconstruct hypothetical
distributions for palaeo- and future climate. To reconstruct past
distributions, we projected species distribution models onto palaeoclimate for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM ≈ 21 kya) and the MidHolocene/Holocene Glacial Minimum (HGM ≈ 6 kya) climate periods.
We used two GCMs: the Community Climate System Model (CCSM)39
and the Model for Interdisciplinary Research on Climate (MIROC)40,
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DI' = ∑ n

i =1

P/ (2

π

∑ ni = 1 A ),

Equation 1

where P is the perimeter and A is the area. DI´ compares the amount by
which any ‘island’ or a distribution range is dissected relative to the total
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Figure 1:

Changes in distribution predicted by species distribution models for the endemic amphibian community of the Cape Floristic Region (CFR).
(a) Average longitude (grey bars) and latitude (black bars) rate of change between climate periods. (b) Mean area distributions range size across
climatic periods. The size of the circle is proportional to the rate of area change within the climate period and the numbers above the circles are
the mean predicted rates of area change between climatic periods in km2/kya. (c) Map of South Africa showing the extent of the CFR (Fynbos and
Succulent Karoo Biomes). (d) Hyperolius horstockii, the Arum lily frog, is endemic to the CFR.

area, with a DI´ of 1 representing a circle, suggesting a less fragmented
shape with a low perimeter to area ratio. We determined changes in area
occupancy, rate of area change, the direction of range shifts (across
both longitudes and latitudes) and fragmentation index (DI´) between
climate periods.57,58 We ran our results in two ways: first with a full suite
of 37 species and second with 34 species (excluding those species
with less than 10 species records, to avoid model over-fitting59). We
found that the results in both attempts were almost identical and that
patterns remained largely similar and thus report results of the analysis
considering a full suite of 37 species. Lastly, we checked whether these
changes were affected by altitude and life-history trait. All the tests were
performed in R.49

under anthropogenically induced climate change towards the end of
this century (Figure 1a; e.g. LGM–HGM = 1.058 km/kya compared
with current–A2a = 540.554 km/kya). Across latitudes, our models
suggest that the CFR amphibian community has shifted its range
westward between the LGM and HGM, as well as between the HGM and
current. However between current and 2080, our models suggest that
the CFR amphibian community will shift eastward under both A2a and
B2a emission scenarios, although we found this shift between climate
periods to be significant for the B2a emission scenario only (paired
t-test; t=2.119; p=0.039). Biotic velocity across latitudes between
current and B2a climate periods is expected to occur at rapid rates
compared with historical rates (Figure 1a; LGM–HGM = 2.360 km/kya
compared with current–B2a = 198.319 km/kya).

Results

Changes in area of occupancy

Range shifts

We found that the CFR amphibian community has progressively lost
≈56% of its suitable climate space since the LGM. Furthermore it is
expected to lose ≈70% and 60% of climatically suitable space under
A2a and B2a emission scenarios, respectively (Figure 2a). However, we
found that the rate at which the CFR endemic amphibian community
has lost climatically suitable space has been relatively slow between
the LGM and HGM and HGM and current, but this rate is expected to
increase significantly under future climate change (in particularly, under
the A2a emission scenario; Figure 1b).

Our results suggest that the amphibian community of the CFR would
have responded to Quaternary climatic changes by shifting distributions.
Longitudinally, we found that between the LGM and current periods,
amphibian communities have shifted their distribution northwards,
and are expected to shift further northwards, for both A2a and B2a
emission scenarios. Biotic velocity has been relatively slow since
the LGM to current, but it is expected to increase dramatically if
amphibian communities are assumed to track climate suitable space
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Landscape dissection index

and lowlands,70 thus retaining the opportunity for altitudinal migrations,
which may be critical for poorly dispersing taxa such as amphibians.

Fragmentation of potential distributions increased slightly from LGM to
HGM, but decreased between HGM and current climates (Figure 2b). Our
models predict that fragmentation will increase under future scenarios.
We did not find any significant difference between life-history traits and
DI´. In contrast, we found that the fragmentation of highland species
was significantly higher than that of lowland species between HGM and
the current climate (Mann–Whitney–Wilcox test; W=37, p=0.002).
However, between current and future climate periods under the A2a
emission scenario, fragmentation of lowland species is expected to be
higher than that of highland species (W=18, p=0.033). When looking
at each climate period separately, we found that highland species
were significantly more fragmented than lowland species during the
LGM (W=113, p=0.035), HGM (W=162, p=0.012) and current
scenarios (W=233, p=0.023) (Figure 3). Lastly, we found that the
rate at which DI´ changed was only significant between HGM and the
current (paired t-test; t=2.065, p=0.047).

a
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Discussion
Quaternary climate changes have had significant impacts on the
distributions of amphibian communities in the CFR as predicted16 and
modelled20. Our results suggest that climatically suitable areas for the
CFR amphibian community have shifted northwards since the LGM,
and are expected to shift further northwards under both A2a and B2a
future emissions scenarios. Latitudinally, we found that the amphibian
community shifted westward from the LGM through to current, but this
trend is expected to change to an eastwards directional community
shift under both A2a and B2a emission scenarios. Furthermore, our
models indicate that fragmentation is expected to increase under future
climatic scenarios (Figure 2b) as amphibian communities are predicted
to continuously lose suitable climatic space (Figure 2a). These results
largely concur with previous studies undertaken in the region.60

Landscape dissection index (DI')

b

6
5
4
3
2
1

21 kya

6 kya

Current

A2a

B2a

Climate period
Figure 2:

(a) Mean (± standard error) of predicted area occupied by the
Cape Floristic Region (CFR) endemic amphibian community
suggests that most are already in refugia. (b) Mean (± standard
error) of predicted fragmentation (DI´) in the CFR endemic
amphibian community under different climate scenarios.

Our results, based on future climate change models for the CFR, suggest
significant range reductions for the CFR amphibian community as well
as rapid rates of suitable area loss. However, certain issues must be
taken into consideration when interpreting these results. Firstly, despite
their importance in conservation biology, correlative models such
as species distribution modelling techniques are largely based on the
assumption that species distributions are in tune with current climatic
factors, and this assumption could lead to an under-estimation of what
the real future impact might be15, specifically when considered in the
light of other biodiversity threats such as habitat destruction71. Secondly,
our landscape dissection index DI´ does not standardise for area size.71
However, controlling for area size in predictive modelling studies may
be problematic as these areas are largely speculative. Nonetheless,
these methods are still informative and our predictions are in line with
those of previous studies.64 Thirdly, the rate of change (as determined
in this study) for past and future models, are simple averages taken
across climatic periods. We are, however, of the view that past climatic
changes, resulting from Milankovitch cycles, provided species with
time to track climatically suitable areas because landscapes were
untransformed. We are also aware that species range shifts are but one
of several strategies amphibian communities can employ in response to
climatic change: other strategies include behavioural, physiological and
genetic adaptations.3,4

We found that fragmentation (as measured by the index DI´) between
highland and lowland species was more pronounced during the LGM,
HGM and current distributions (Figure 3), with highland species being
more fragmented than lowland species. When looking at fragmentation
between climate periods, we found that the fragmentation index of
lowland species is expected to be higher than that of highlands species,
suggesting that projected changes in climate will exert pressure on the
CFR lowland species in addition to substantial changes in land use.66 This
result is of significance considering that the CFR lowlands have already
been transformed,66 mainly for agriculture and human settlements, and
will become more fragmented in the future as suitable climate space is
lost to climate change. These results are supported by several studies
suggesting that the coupled threat posed by climate change and land use
will be very important, particularly for sub-Saharan African amphibians
in the future.25,67,68 Furthermore, the suggested increase in fragmentation
of lowland species points to the likely increase in movement along
altitudinal gradients69 as species migrate to highlands in response
to projected climate change65. This finding further emphasises the
importance of improving habitat linkages between the CFR highlands
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One multi-taxon study which included birds, mammals, reptiles and
insects for the whole of South Africa suggested that about 78% of
the species included in the analysis are expected to experience range
contractions, while 41% are expected to shift their ranges eastward, in
response to future climatic changes by the year 2050.60 Other studies
assessing the impacts of future climate change in the CFR also predicted
an eastward directional shift and concluded that this shift will lead to
large-scale spatial mismatches with current protected areas portfolio.61
The predicted range shifts and associated impacts are expected to result
in as much as 50% loss in current climate space62 and as much as
10% of the endemic plant species.63 In addition, we found that the CFR
amphibian community has lost ≈56% of its suitable climate. Indeed,
several studies looking at anurans of southern Africa suggest that they
have already lost ≈60% of suitable climate space64,65, such that current
distributions could very well be representative of refugial distributions for
most of the endemic Cape species20.
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Figure 3:

Landscape dissection index (DI´) compared between lowland and highland species of the Cape Floristic Region (CFR) endemic amphibian
community during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), Holocene Glacial Minimum (HGM) and current period. (Right) Hypothetical distribution of a
highland species, Capensibufo rosei (Rose’s mountain toadlet), across the respective climate periods. The figure shows a continuous distribution
during the LGM to a more fragmented distribution during the HGM and currently.

In conclusion, we suggest that the results of this study provide important
baseline information for a region-wide assessment of the predicted
impacts of climate change on a highly diverse vertebrate community
of reduced vagility. If we are to reduce the threat of biodiversity loss as
a result of climate change within the CFR, several factors need to be
addressed. Firstly, climate change should be included in future protected
areas planning efforts.72,73 Secondly, efforts aimed at improving the
connectivity between highland and lowlands as well as the breeding
(e.g. aquatic) and the non-breeding (e.g. terrestrial) habitats of amphibians
within the CFR need to be intensified. Thirdly, solutions such as the land
stewardship programmes entered into with private landowners should
be accelerated74, considering that most biodiversity is found in privately
owned land in the CFR75. These solutions are particularly important if
we consider that amphibians have strong habitat specificity, which is
largely driven by their generally poor dispersal abilities.76 This specificity
results in deep phylogenetic structures at relatively small spatial scales15
which could be an outcome of both climate stability and topography77.
We advocate that future models should try to incorporate the use of
different GCMs55 because such consensus models outperform individual
GCMs in predicting consensus climatic space. We also suggest that,
if possible, these GCMs should be augmented with mechanistic
models78 as species are more likely to use different responses available
(behaviour, physiology and range shifts) when dealing with predicted
changes in climate.
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